For Immediate Release
40 Years of Duradek & Decades of Deck Love
Surrey, BC , January 29, 2014 - Duradek™, the original vinyl deck waterproofing membrane reaches its 40th
spring and we are proud to have spent the last 4 decades providing waterproof protection for your home. We know
you love your deck and this is a low-maintenance relationship you can enjoy year after year with Duradek.

A Roofing Approved, Walkable Waterproof
Membrane and so much more...

Duradek is a Complete
Waterproofing System.

With all components for successful installation researched and
proven to be compatible with Duradek vinyl membranes.
Adhesives - PVC Coated Drain Accessories - Perimeter Treatments
Plus—the performance you can count on!

Manufactured by the same supplier for 40 years and
installed by trained applicators you can trust.

Duradek’s NEW
Ultra Cork Color– Graphite
Duradek Ultra Cork emulates a natural looking cork pattern for a
look that suggests subtle, comfortable luxury and was selected as
one of the Best 101 New Products in 2013.

Available in 4 Attractive Shades
 Ultra Cork Natural
 Ultra Cork Espresso

• Ultra Cork Macchiato
• Ultra Cork Graphite *New*

Panorama Post
Topless Glass
Railing System
Durarail’s powder-coated Panorama Post
topless glass railing system provides a spectacular
look on your deck that allows you to enjoy a
completely unobstructed view AND allows
maximum versatility with its ability to ‘bend’ around
corners with a 60° angle variance in each post.

HGTVs Income
Property Called on
Duradek
When a damaging deck leak over living space
almost spelled certain disaster for the
renovation plans in season 8 - episode 8,
Duradek was able to save the day and exceed
their expectations by providing Tiledek...the
perfect solution for waterproofing roof decks
surfaced with tiles or pavers.
HGTVs Income Property Called on Duradek...

Plus...

Duradek and Durarail products are
virtually maintenance free so you can
spend more time loving your deck and
less time laboring on it this spring!

Duradek - Waterproofing Decks Since 1974
Duradek Ultra is the single-ply walkable, waterproof sheet vinyl
roofing membrane for decks, patios and roof decks over
habitable space. An attractive walking surface and complete
waterproof protection in one!

Duradek is manufactured in
North America
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